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PATCHWORK BAG – STEP BY STEP 

A simple bag made with mitred squares – no seams. 
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Knit one mitred square, using 2 colours, alternating colours every 2 rows: 
Cast on 25 stitches. 
Row 1. Knit 11, slip 1, k2tog, psso, knit to last stitch, yarn forward, slip 1. 
Row 2. Knit to last stitch, yarn forward, slip 1. 
Row 3. Knit 10, slip 1, k2tog, psso, knit to last stitch, yarn forward, slip 1. 
Row 4 Purl to last stitch, slip 1. 
Continue in this way until 3 stitches remain, K3tog, fasten off. 

 

Knit another mitred square. 
 
[Alternatives include: Knit throughout in garter stitch – no purling/ Knit in 
one colour only] 

 

Pick up 25 stitches evenly along sides of squares. 

 

Use these stitches to knit another square. 
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Repeat last two steps on opposite side. 

 

Now knit another mitred square [separately] 

 

Pick up 25 stitches from the main piece and the new mitred square and knit 
another square. 

 

Pick up from the opposite side and knit another square. 

 

Pick up stitches for a further square at the top of the piece … 
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And then do the same at the bottom. 

 

Now pick up 25 stitches from a straight edge as shown. 

 

Knit a mitred square from these stitches.  The shape is beginning to become 
three dimensional. 

 

Pick up 25 stitches from the next side as shown 

 

Knit another square. 
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Pick up 25 stitches at the other side as shown 

 

Knit another square 

 

Pick up 25 stitches as shown 

 

Knit a square on these stitches – your bag is taking shape now

seen from different angles 

 

You are now at the stage where you have 6 ‘points’ sticking up, with v-
shaped ‘dips’ between them.  You are going to pick up from those dips. 
 
Pick up 23 stitches from each dip and knit a mitred square.  You will then be 
increasing the height of your bag as shown. 
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Do one more round of mitred squares by picking up 21 stitches from each 
dip and knitting them. 

 

Now choose one side to be the back of your bag. Pick up and knit two 
squares of 21 stitches from the two dips on that side, then pick up and knit 
from the dip between them.  Three squares that will form a flap to close 
your bag. 

 

On the other side, pick up and knit two triangles of 21 stitches from the two 
dips by starting and finishing each decrease row with k2tog.  This will make 
a straight edge to the front of your bag. 

 

Then you have a dip left each side of your bag. 
Pick up 21 stitches and proceed as for a mitred square, until you have 11 
stitches left.  Then continue with rows of garter stitch until you have half a 
bag strap.  Repeat for the other side.  Join by grafting together or sewing 
together. 
 
Finish the bag by crocheting or knitting a band round the top of it, and 
sewing a button on the front.  You could also sew beads on if you like. 

 

 

 

 

 


